
Webinar to Begin Shortly
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Event Disclaimer
This material is being used by Elliott Davis during an oral presentation; it is not a 

complete record of the discussion. This presentation is for informational purposes and 
does not contain or convey specific advice. It should not be used or relied upon in 

regard to any particular situation or circumstances without first consulting the 
appropriate advisor. No part of the presentation may be circulated, quoted, or 
reproduced for distribution without prior written approval from Elliott Davis. 
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Disclaimer



• Polling questions to 
complete

• Certificates will be 
emailed

CPE Credit
• Submit any questions

• Questions will be addressed 
at end or via email

Q&A

• Sent out subsequent to
presentation

• PowerPoint will also be 
available 

Replay Link
• Please submit feedback 

• Goal of always getting better

Feedback Welcomed

Housekeeping



Upcoming Events

- Financial Services Q1 Update (April 7, 2022: 2:00 - 3:00pm) 

- Financial Services Q2 Update (June 29, 2022: 2:00 - 3:00pm) 

- Quarterly Update Q2: Emerging Developments and Hot Topics (July 13, 
2022: 2:00 - 3:00pm) 

- Financial Services Compliance Roundtable (July 20, 2022: 2:00 – 3:00pm)

- Keep checking - more to come!

-- Please visit elliottdavis.com/events to register --



Agenda 

• Tax Reform Updates

• International Tax:
• Schedule K-2 and K-3
• Foreign Tax Credit Changes
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International Tax: 
Sch K-2 and K-3 

Foreign Tax Credit Changes 

Kristen Layman
Senior Manager, International Tax Compliance and Advisory Services



Schedules K-2 and K-3

In 2021, the IRS released final versions of two new international-
related schedules, Schedules K-2 and K-3 (the ‘New Schedules’) that 
are being added to Form 1065, Form 1120-S, and Form 8865.

Who does this impact?
• Partnerships and S corporations 
• Investors in partnerships or S corporations 

Why did the IRS release these forms? 
• They wanted to standardize/streamline international tax 

information reporting to flow-through investors 
• Previously, footnotes/supplemental statements varied quite a 

bit 



Schedules K-2 and K-3

Under Notice 2021-39, certain transition penalty relief for tax year 
2021 may be granted if the filer makes a good faith effort to comply 
with the new IRS reporting requirements.

For determining good faith effort, IRS will consider:

• Extent to which filer made changes to systems, processes, 
and procedures for collecting information;

• Extent to which filer has obtained information from 
partners/shareholders or applied reasonable assumptions 
when information not obtained, and;

• Consider steps filer has taken to modify operating 
agreements to facilitate sharing of necessary information



Polling Question 
#1



Schedule K-2

• Schedule K-2 is an extension of Schedule K of Form 1065 
(partnership tax return) 

• Used to report items of international tax relevance from the 
operation of a partnership.

• Forms are extensive: Schedule K-2 is 19 pages 



Schedule K-3

• Schedule K-3 is an extension of Schedule K-1 of Form 1065.

• Used to report to partners their share of the items reported on 
Schedule K-2.

• Needs to be provided at the same time as the K-1.

• Forms are extensive: Schedule K-3 is 20 pages 





Who must file?

In general, anyone who has items of international tax relevance.

What are some common examples of “international tax relevance”? 

• Partnership owns a CFC (controlled foreign corporation) or foreign 
disregarded entity 

• Partnership has an interest in a foreign partnership 

• Partnership has an interest in a PFIC (passive foreign investment 
company) 

• Partnership has foreign partners

• Owners in partnership/S corporation are claiming a foreign tax credit 

• There are C corporation partners that are subject to dual consolidated 
loss rules, the BEAT provisions, or are claiming the FDII (foreign derived 
intangible income) deduction 



Who must file?

Are there exceptions for filing if a domestic partnership or S corporation 
has no foreign activities and no foreign partners?

• In this case, schedules not required if partnership knows that it has no 
direct or indirect partners eligible to claim a foreign tax credit. 

• If partner is claiming a foreign tax credit, partnership does not need to 
file if it knows that partners are not completing Form 1116 or Form 
1118. 

• If the partnership has only US source income and none of the 
partnership’s income or deductions must be sourced or allocated and 
apportioned by the partner, and all partners are less-than-10% LPs 

• For 2021 specifically, there is an additional exception for certain 
domestic partnerships and S corporations. To qualify, certain conditions 
must be met. 



2021 Exception

To qualify, the following must all be met:

• In 2021, the direct partners are not foreign partnerships, foreign 
corporations, foreign individuals, foreign estates, or foreign trusts. 

• In 2021, the partnership or S corp. had no foreign activity 

• In 2020, the partnership or S corp. did not provide to its 
partners/shareholders nor did the partners/shareholders request the 
information regarding: 
• Line 16, Form 1065, Schedule K and K-1 (line 14 for S corp.), and 
• Line 20c, Form 1065, Schedule K and K-1 (line 17d for Form 1120-S) 

• The domestic partnership or S corp. has no knowledge that the partners or 
shareholders are requesting such information for tax year 2021. 

NOTE: If a partner or shareholder requests the information that would have been 
included in Schedule K-3, the partnership or S corp. must provide



Polling 
Question 

#2



What does this mean for you?

Is your company a passthrough entity? If so:

• Accountant will have additional questions this year related to 
these new schedules as they are more detailed than many 
footnotes were previously. 

• Understanding overall company structure and sourcing of income 
is key to completing these schedules correctly. 

• If the schedules are required, tax return itself and K-1s for 
investors will be more complex and longer due to the extra pages.



What does this mean for you?

Will you be receiving a Schedule K-1 with the K-3 attached? If so:

• Your K-1 package will look different and likely be much longer this 
year 

• Your Schedule K-3 will include the information your tax preparer 
needs for calculating your foreign tax credit, GILTI or Subpart F 
inclusions, FDII deduction etc. (as applicable) 

• We are currently in a “transitional” year, but the long-term idea is 
that the new schedules will create more clarity for partners and 
shareholders when it comes to calculating U.S. tax liability 



Electronic Filing

• Currently, these schedules must be a PDF attached to tax returns 

• They will not be available for electronic filing until the below 
dates 

• Taxpayers who submit before these dates will have to attach as 
PDFs 

Form Number Date Available

Form 1065, Schedules K-2 and K-3 March 20, 2022

Form 1120-S, Schedules K-2 and K-3 Mid-June 2022

Form 8865, Schedules K-2 and K-3 January 2023



Key Takeaways

• Expect more questions this year, especially related to structure 

• The schedules will apply to passthrough entities that have foreign activities – cross border investments, 
foreign taxes, foreign partners, etc.

• Even if the company itself does not have foreign activity, the schedules still may be required! 

• The schedules are extensive and will add a significant amount of additional pages to the tax returns

• Some of the information reported on Schedule K-3 will be the same information you may have received in 
the past via a K-1 footnote (whereas some of it may be completely new information)

• In certain circumstances, an exception to filing may be available (only in 2021) but it’s important that the 
conditions are met. This must be discussed with the tax preparer

• Expectation from IRS is that partnerships/S corporations and their investors will have a lot more 
coordination going forward to ensure that this information is provided and reported correctly



Polling 
Question 

#3



Foreign Tax Credit Regulations

• Final regulations published January 4, 2022 

• For calendar year taxpayers, the rules are effective in 2022. For fiscal 
year taxpayers, they are effective for fiscal year 2023. 

• These regulations are a result of new types of foreign taxes – i.e., digital 
services taxes, gross receipts based taxes, etc. 

• Stricter requirements on what taxes can be creditable 

• Taxpayers need to re-evaluate each of the foreign taxes historically 
claimed as a creditable tax to see if the taxes can continue to be claimed 
as a credit. 

• Taxpayers will also need to consider impact on financial statements – i.e.
unrecognized tax benefits, current-year estimated annual effective tax 
rate, valuation allowances on foreign tax credits, and US deferred tax 
effects of withholding tax and foreign branch deferred taxes.



Foreign Tax Credit Regulations

The Final Regulations provide guidance on:

• Disallowance of a credit or deduction for foreign income taxes related to 
dividends eligible for the DRD deduction under Sec. 245A 

• Allocation and apportionment of foreign income taxes, interest expense, 
and certain deductions of life insurance companies 

• Definition of a “foreign income tax” and a “tax in lieu of an income tax” 

• Definition of foreign branch category income; and 

• The time at which foreign taxes accrue and can be claimed as a credit 



Attribution Requirement

• Purpose is to ensure there is “sufficient nexus between the income tax 
and the foreign jurisdiction imposing the tax.” 

• Gross receipts and costs included in foreign tax base limited to those 
attributable under reasonable principles to non-resident’s activities within 
foreign country. 

• Income sourcing standards used in foreign country must be “reasonably 
similar” to the US tax rules for the tax to be creditable 

• With certain types of transactions, could be issues with 
credibility/deductibility of foreign taxes:
• Services payments must be taxed based on where the services are 

performed 
• Royalty payments must be taxed based on the place of use of, or the 

right to use, the intangible property 



Key Takeaways

• The new FTC regulations will be in effect starting in 2022. Start considering impact from a tax and 
ASC 740 perspective. 

• Reevaluate your foreign taxes – foreign income taxes, withholding taxes, etc. – and discuss with 
your tax preparer to determine what is creditable/deductible going forward 

• Depending on impact of the FTC regulations on your tax situation, may want to take another look at 
related party transactions and transfer pricing strategies 



Tax Reform Updates

Bergin Fisniku
Senior Manager, Tax Consulting Services 



Tax Reform Updates

• Tax Reform and Green Book Updates

• IRS funding and audits 

• Non-deductibility of R&D costs 

• Superfund tax on chemicals

• Employee Retention Credit

• SEC proposed rules requiring climate-related disclosures 



Polling 
Question 

#4



Q&A

Thank You!



Elliott Davis LLC is a leading business solutions firm offering a full 

spectrum of services in the areas of tax, comprehensive assurance, 

and specialized consulting services to diverse businesses, 

organizations, and individuals. The firm, which has been providing 

innovative solutions since its founding in 1920, leverages a network 

of nearly 800 forward-thinking professionals in major domestic 

markets and alliance resources across the globe. 

Visit elliottdavis.com for more information.
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